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ABSTRACT

We present a preliminary version of a voice dialogue system suitable to deal with client orders and questions in fast-food restaurants. The system consists of two main sub-systems, namely a dialogue sub-system and a voice interface. The dialogue sub-system is a natural language processing system that may be considered a rule-based expert system, whose behaviour is decided from a recorded dialogue corpus obtained at a real restaurant. In this paper we present a general description of both sub-systems, and focus on knowledge representation, grammar, and module structure of the dialogue sub-system. An introduction to the natural language generation mechanism used is introduced, and future work is mentioned. Finally some conclusions are shown.

1. INTRODUCTION

Applications of Speech Technology include all kinds of systems in which a part of the communication process is carried out by the voice. Real-world applications involve a human being trying to communicate to a machine to get some information or service. Relatively simple Automatic Speech Recognition systems can be used to achieve some goals when the dialogue is heavily limited, as it is usually the case of isolated-word speech recognition systems. The dialogue restrictions imply training and collaboration on the part of the users. Unrestricted dialogue applications are much more appealing as users do not need to be trained and collaboration requirements are minimal. These systems include a dialogue module that is an important part of the whole system.

In this paper we are presenting a first version of a voice activated dialogue system intended to be used in fast-food restaurants, probably to deal with phone ordering. The system we present is basically a compound of a voice interface and a dialogue sub-system. Next we explain the main characteristics of both sub-systems.

2. THE VOICE INTERFACE

The voice interface is used to send information from the client to the dialogue sub-system and vice-versa. At the present stage of the system, the output of the dialogue sub-system is presented directly on the screen. We plan to use a Spanish Text-to-Speech converter in the near future. The speech input to the system has to be converted to text in order to be processed by the dialogue module. We are using a continuous-speech recognition system [1] which is carried out on a workstation. The main characteristics of the speech recognizer are the following:

- Sampling frequency: 8 KHz, 8bit, mu-law.
- The recognition system includes a voice activity detector, which is trained in a discriminative manner to distinguish between voice and background noise.
- The speech signal is pre-emphasized and segmented into frames 30 ms. long. The frames are overlapped and the resultant frame period is 10 ms. Every frame is analyzed and represented by a vector including 14 Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients, the energy and the first and second derivatives.
- We are using context-independent phone-like units, which are modelled by SCHH (Semi-Continuous Hidden Markov Models).
- Language is modelled by a bigram. Vocabulary size is 250 words. Perplexity of the bigram is not evaluated at this stage of the setting up, as now, we are not considering real conversations to estimate probabilities, but only to establish vocabulary and to set up the dialogue system.

3. THE DIALOGUE SUB-SYSTEM

The system goal is used to simulate restaurant-clerk behaviour. It must be able to provide information and ask client questions similarly to how a human clerk does. In addition we want it to process spontaneous voiced-speech, which at a linguistic level means to take into account phenomena such as unnecessary word repetition, grammatical order change, anaphora, discorances, context information, grammatical mistakes, etc. We also expect a learning ability for the system to allow new information (foods, drinks, ingredients, etc.) acquisition from client interaction. Though the system always attempts to initiate the conversation with the clients (system-directed dialogue) they are free to answer a question with another question, i.e., they are allowed to act unexpectedly (focus shifting) [2]. Some more information about these kinds of systems can be found in [3], [4], [5], [6].

4. KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION

The dialogue sub-system uses several kinds of knowledge, which are represented as frames, rules and class instances.

4.1 Frames

We use frames to represent client interaction. Each frame represents a class of elements, and is a compound of a slot set. Each slot has associated values and possible value restrictions. When necessary slots in one frame are filled, it represents a
class instance ([7], [8]). To represent client intentions we use four speech act types: “greet”, “order”, “question” and “modification” as pragmatic information to include in client interaction representation ([9],[10]). Another frame type is used to represent context information, which can be added to the clients’ natural language utterance.

4.2 Rules

We represent the linguistic knowledge necessary for clients' natural language analysis as syntactic and semantic rules, which are stored in the Output Interface Knowledge Base. Another type of linguistic knowledge, stored as rules in the Output Interface Knowledge Base, is used to generate natural language words and sentences. The system also uses some strategic knowledge in order to sell restaurant products. This knowledge is stored as rules in the Initiative Module (sub-module of the Control Module).

4.3 Class instances

The information regarding available products in the restaurant is stored in the Restaurant-product Knowledge Base, as instances of classes FOODS and DRINKS defined properly. We use other class instances to represent unavailable products in the restaurant.

5. GRAMMAR

We use a semantic grammar for dialogue sub-system analysis ([7],[11],[12],[13]). A semantic grammar is a free-context grammar in which the choice of both non terminals and rules is decided from syntactic and semantic considerations. Semantic rules are usually associated to syntactic rules. The first are usually written considering semantic key concepts. The main advantages of this kind of analysis are two, on the one hand, many syntactic ambiguities can be avoided in case they have no semantic meaning, whilst on the other, syntactic details that have no effect in semantic analysis can be ignored.

6. MODULE STRUCTURE

The dialogue sub-system is a compound of modules described below:

- Input Interface
- Control Module
- Memory Module
- Restaurant-product Knowledge Base
- Lexicon
- Output Interface

6.1 Input interface

The natural language client utterance enters the Input Interface where it is converted into its semantic interpretation, which is sent to the Control Module [14]. Modules in the Input Interface are:

- Context Module
- Natural Language Processor
  - Syntactic Analyzer
  - Semantic Analyzer
- Input Interface Knowledge Base

- Syntactic-rule Knowledge Base
- Semantic-rule Knowledge Base

Semantic interpretation is obtained from keywords by both syntactic and semantic rules. In case semantic interpretation cannot be built up because of unresolved ambiguity, unrecognized words or unresolved references in the client utterance, the system informs the client about this fact and asks him/her to either clarify the utterance or enter it again differently.

6.2 Control module

The Control Module uses the semantic interpretation from the Input Interface and feeds the Output Interface with activate signals for the Natural Language Generator. It also feeds the Memory Module with the understood new information. We expect it could update the Restaurant-product Knowledge Base as new restaurant products are learned (not yet set up).

Modules in the Control Module are as follows:

- Product-orders Control Module
- System-actions control Module
- Learning Module
- Initiative Module
- Non-understanding Module
- Client-greeting Module
- Client-order Module
- Client-question Module
- Client-modification Module
- System-identification Module
- Consistency check Module

6.3 Memory Module

The Memory Module receives the understood new information from the Control Module and sends back dialogue history information.

Modules in the Memory Module are:

- Memory
- Frame Maker
- Frame Organizer
- Frame Unifier
- Slot Modifier

The Memory stores all dialogue history information. The Frame Maker gets the understood new information from the Control Module and makes the necessary frame amount in the Memory to store it. The Frame Organizer sorts out frames by putting invalid ones together into a group, which is moved to a specific position in the Memory. The Frame Unifier stores the understood new information in the uncompleted product orders, by means of frame-unification. We expect the Slot Modifier will receive the understood new information from the Control Module and modify the effected slots because of changes in client desire (not yet carried out).

6.4 Restaurant-product Knowledge Base

The Restaurant-product Knowledge Base stores restaurant available product (foods and drinks) information, and
information about unavailable products that are usually ordered in other restaurants. As mentioned above, we expect to carry out a learning mechanism for client interaction so that new information can be added.

6.5 Lexicon

The Lexicon stores information about other keywords necessary for syntactic and semantic analysis. These keywords (interrogatives, negatives, affirmatives, etc.) are also grouped into classes.

6.6 Output Interface

The Output Interface sends the new system response to the screen in natural language. Modules in the Output Interface are:

- Reference-control Module
- Natural Language Generator
  - Inform Generator
  - Question Generator
  - Greeting Generator
- Ticket Generator
- Output Interface Knowledge Base
  - Word-form Rule Knowledge Base
  - Sentence-form Rule Knowledge Base
  - Greeting Knowledge Base
  - System-identification Knowledge Base

The Reference-control Module sends information to the Inform Generator and to the Question Generator about the time-distance to the reference (food or drink). The Natural Language Generator provides the next natural language system response from the activate signals provided by the Control Module. These signals decide which Natural Language Generator modules (one or more) must be activated. The Ticket Generator continuously provides the list of ordered products on the top right corner of the screen.

7. THE NATURAL LANGUAGE GENERATION

The natural language generation (NLG) is carried out in two steps [15]. In the first one the system decides what to say (deep generation), as in the second one it decides how to say what it has to say (surface generation). The surface generation uses the deep generation as input to obtain surface-words and syntactically correct sentences.

7.1 The deep generation

The system uses three speech act types to obtain the NLG: "greeting", "inform", and "question" [9]. For each, some associated actions are shown below:

  <greeting>
  <meeting_greeting> <farewell_greeting>

  <inform>
  <not_understanding> <ambiguity>
  <available_products> <product_not_available>
  <available_foods> <food_not_available>
  <available_contents> <content_not_available>

7.2 The surface generation

The NLG associated to <inform> is carried out by the Inform Generator, that one associated to <question> is generated by the Question Generator, and that for <greeting> is carried out by the Greeting Generator.

The surface NLG is carried out following two main criteria. On the one hand, the system must include the maximum information in "informs" and "questions", in order to increase the level of client understanding and to decrease the possibility of client confusion, whilst on the other, in order to enhance the level of naturalness, the included information must be minimized by using pronouns and context information available at the moment of the generation. The context is used to avoid repetition or unnecessary inclusion of words.

In order to enhance the level of naturalness, we have carried out a mechanism to simulate the restaurant-clerk behaviour while thinking ("well, ...", "let's see, ...") what to say. For increasing the expression power, we have set up a mechanism of multiple semantic-equivalent questions' assignment to the same system goal. When the system needs to satisfy one of its goals, one of the semantic-equivalent questions is selected in order to satisfy the goal, so that the selected question must always be different to the previous one. The same mechanism is applied for key-concepts: when the system needs a word to express a concept, it selects from among several semantically-equivalent words, so that the selected one must be different to the previous one used to express the same key-concept.

Both the Inform Generator and the Question Generator need to query the Word-form Rule Knowledge Base and the Sentence-form Rule Knowledge Base. The first knowledge base contains rules necessary to obtain surface-words from stem-words. The second one contains rules needed to decide the general form of the sentences, as well as the necessary information to include.

8. FUTURE WORK

Now the dialogue sub-system takes about 30,000 C++ code lines. Its Input Interface is well developed but still needs to define some syntactic and semantic rules. The Output Interface provides a high naturalness level. Only product orders and questions are carried out at the moment, but we are about to start the Modification Module, the Learning Module and the System-identification Module set up. In general, test
users have a good opinion about the dialogue sub-system and can get a clear idea about what it should be at the end of its development.

9. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have described the basis we use for the development of the system, its main features and the goals to reach. From a fast-food restaurant dialogue corpus we have decided the set of necessary keywords to analyze clients' sentences, the behaviour for the system and the strategy it must follow. We have used frames, rules and class instances for knowledge representation since they are quite well-suited data structures for these kinds of applications. For sentence analysis we have used a semantic grammar, which combines morphological, syntactic and semantic analysis -as well as discourse integration- in one process. We have shown the module structure of the system as well as the communication between its components. Finally, an introduction to the natural language generation mechanism used has been described, including some mechanisms for enhancing naturalness and expression power.
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